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I enjoy the contact with other pen enthusiasts. Through

Ink

correspondence with Ludwig Tan I am pleased to share with

About Pens
Links
Views

you his article on Grinding Your Own Nibs.
It confirms for me that grinding nibs is not something I will
take up, but it is an interesting article and brings to mind the
skill associated with fountain pens. May we all hope this skills
are not totally lost.
The article was published in the journal of the Society for Italic
Handwriting, Writing Matters, autumn 2000 & Spring 2001.
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(literally red ring ), and

Italic nib from a monoline,

Lamy.

you generally end up with a

Pens with tipped Italic nibs
are more costly. These nibs
are made of steel, gold
plated steel, or solid gold
(14 or 18K), and generally
tipped with iridium.
Whether a nib is made of
steel or gold makes little, if
any, difference to writing
performance. Where the
difference lies is writing
feel: steel nibs are generally
rigid, while gold nibs can
either be flexible (e.g.,
Parker Sonnet, '75') or rigid
(Parker Duofold, '51'). Some
writers prefer flexible nibs;
I favour rigid nibs as they
tend to produce a cleaner,
more defined writing line,

nib one size smaller.
However, left-handers will
find that grinding oblique
nibs from standard ones
gives them at least the
same width as the monoline
- a rare instance where
pens work to the lefthandler's favour! The
Parker's iridium tip is
longer and wider than the
Sheaffer's, and will actually
yield a medium (or broadish fine) Italic - it is
therefore the obvious
choice for writers favouring
a broader writing point,
especially if a broad nib
cannot be obtained for
either pen.

and their ink flow is likely

You may wish to try
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grinding these pens only
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stub nib option.

have been pinched into
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shape from the same sheet
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of steel forming the nib.
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STEP 1: FLATTENING THE BASE OF THE
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STEP
1: FLATTENING THE BASE OF THE
broad
NIB
The first step is to flatten the base of the tip. We wish to take
away the shaded area below:
The base
should be
ground as
horizontally as
possible, not at
an angle, because a horizontal base minimizes contact with the
paper, giving a sharper hairline:
Place the
Arkansas
stone flat on
the cutting
mat, and
align it to one edge. Hold the pen with your palm facing
downwards, and with the base of the nib's tip resting on the
Arkansas stone. Press upon the top of the nib section with your
forefinger to apply pressure while grinding. Begin grinding the
base with short left-to-right motions, with only your elbow
resting on the table and acting as a pivot of movement. The
following illustrates this from your point of view:

Grinding with short strokes makes it easier to keep the pen at
a constant angle. In the beginning you may use a moderate to
heavy pressure to flatten the base. but as you get to the
'decisive stage' of the grinding, when the nib is assuming its
final shape, you should release your pressure to a light to
moderate pressure to avoid over-grinding it. At this stage it
\would help to apply a drop of water on the Arkansas stone to
act as a lubricant (or simply dip the nib in water)
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act as a lubricant (or, simply dip the nib in water).
When you have reached (as your unaided eye suggests) the end
of this grinding process, rinse the nib in water to get rid of any
metal shavings, and wipe it dry with the serviette. Placing the
nib against a light background, and with the tip of the nib
illuminated by the table-lamp, use your magnifying glass
(avoid staring into the lamp) to check that the base is
completely flat, and not wavy. If the nib is unsatisfactory,
repeat the grinding process as above.
There are two good reasons for avoiding excessively heavy
grinding pressure. One is the danger of breaking the iridium
tip off from the nib, a very real risk if you are working on an
older pen. The other is that the tines of the nib will flex under
heavy pressure, resulting in a wavy, uneven base. This most
seriously affects highly flexible gold nibs, but the rigid steel
nibs of the Parker and Sheaffer are rather less susceptible.
Nevertheless, a lighter pressure is always well advised since
the changes to your nib will come about more gradually, and
costly mistakes brought about by enthusiastic over-grinding
can be avoided.

STEP 2: FLATENING THE TOP
This is performed in exactly the
same way as in Step 1 above,
except of course that the pen is
now facing downwards upon the
grinding surface. As the top gets flatter, continue grinding it at
a slight angle towards the writing edge. Your nib should look
thus:

STEP 3: FLATTENING THE WRITING
EDGE
(OR, ACHIEVING, OR CHANGING, AN
OBLIQUE ANGLE)
The object of this
step is to wear down
the rounded
protrusion shown as
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protrusion, shown as
the shaded area in

Fig. 8a below, to achieve a square tip or writing edge as in 8b:
This is the trickiest step of the grinding because of the
difficulty in keeping the pen upright and at a constant angle to
the Arkansas stone. Hold the pen upright with your thumb,
forefinger and middle finger, with your wrist resting (on the
table, but again with your elbow - as the pivot of movement.
Grind only in one direction - that of a broad down stroke using light to moderate pressure, applying a drop of water on
the Arkansas stone to smooth the action. If the top of the nib
faces you, then you will be grinding with the pen moving away
from you. The pen should be held completely vertically if you
are grinding a straight Italic, but at an appropriate angle to
achieve an oblique edge:

As in Steps 1 and 2, release the pressure when you find that
you are getting your desired edge. The time to stop is when
you have both tines perfectly straight and aligned, and the
writing edge has met both the flattened top and base to create
a square chisel. Check the result with the magnifying glass,
after having rinsed and wiped the nib. Ensure that the corners
are square, not rounded:
You have now finally
created your chisel edge
and your nib has a
generally Italic I, form.
After inking your nib, try
\writing on the progress
sheet, beginning with crosses and zig-zags, then whole words.
Your nib will be very scratchy, especially on upstrokes, and you
should use only a very light writing pressure to avoid pulling
fibers out from the paper and jamming the nib. Check that the
writing line is clean and consistent (not jagged at the sides),
and that the nib is writing at an angle suitable to your hand
file:///D:/Data2/Web Sites/marcuslink/pens/aboutpens/ludwig-tan.html
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(i.e., straight or oblique). You will now have a fairly good idea
of how the finished nib will write. However, if you find the nib
too broad, you can grind it to a finer width following Step 4
below.

STEP 4 (OPTIONAL): GRINDING A NIB
DOWN TO A FINER WIDTH
A nib can
be made
finer by
grinding
down both
sides of the nib. The pen should be held as in Steps 1 and 2,
but with the nib now resting on its side on the Arkansas stone:
As in Step 3, grind the nib in the direction of a down stroke.
Use roughly the same pressure and number of strokes for
either side of the nib. After every few strokes, ink your nib and
writing a few words to check that the width is correct.
Having now ground your nib to an ideal width, you will
probably wish to sharpen your nib further to ensure that it
writes sharply for longer, following Step 5 below. However, this
process is not strictly necessary and you can choose to do so
only when your nib gets blunt, or when you have gained
confidence and experience in grinding your own nibs.

© 2013

STEP 5 (OPTIONAL): SHARPENING THE
CHISEL POINT (OR, SHARPENING A
BLUNT NIB)

This is• done
by holding the
at a constant
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© 2013 GLENN'S PEN'S | GLENN MARCUS
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BC pen
CANADA
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admittedly a very delicate process as it is extremely difficult to
grind both tines equally, thus making a light grinding pressure
necessary when the nib is taking shape. Check your results
with the magnifying glass after every two or three strokes. You
should end up with a sharpened chisel, as follows:
Your nib is now
almost ready
for writing. But
first its rough
edges will have
to be polished off before it becomes smooth enough for
everyday use.

STEP 6: POLISHING/SMOOTHING
YOUR NIB
Having flattened each side
of your nib and sharpened
the chisel, your nib will
have many sharp edges that
cut into the paper and pull
fibers out from it.
Smoothing the nib is an
extremely delicate and
sensitive process, requiring
a gentle touch and the use
of crocus or emery paper.
Indeed, the pressure you
should use is as light as
could be: the weight of the
pen itself, with your hand
guiding it along and

The first task is to smooth
both corners of the nib.
This is done by dragging
the I nib on its side and on
each tine, beginning with
the pen almost horizontal
to the crocus paper and
gradually pulling it upright,
applying light pressure as it
I rounds the corner. The left
and right tines should be
ground equally. Guard
against excessive grinding,
which will result in your nib
becoming finer than you
desire.

applying very light
pressure. The purpose of
smoothing is not to make
vast changes to the writing
li
h
h
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line: heavy-handed and

The next task is to smooth

excessive smoothing will

the chisel edge. Holding the

dull the nib's currently

pen as horizontally to the

superb thick-thin

crocus paper as possible,

definition. Some of this

and with the nib facing

definition will inevitably be

upwards and resting flat on

lost through smoothing,

the crocus paper, pull the

but using very light

pen gradually upright.

pressure can minimize this.

Some very light pressure

It is up to the writer to

may be useful when the pen

choose a satisfactory

is upright:

compromise between thickthin contrast and
smoothness of writing some writers prefer a
sharper contrast, while
others (especially those
who write heavily or

Next, repeat the above, but
now with the nib facing
downwards:

rapidly) favour a pen that
glides effortlessly across
the paper.
Now, you should round off
each corner of the bottom
writing edge by placing the
pen on each corner, and
making a few very light
sweeping motions on the
crocus paper, each time
moving in a different
direction. This is difficult to
illustrate accurately but the
following figures will show
the difference between an
undesirable sharp corner
(Fig. 17a) and the desired
smoothed one (Fig. 17b):
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Your pen is now very nearly
ready for writing, having
undergone the preliminary
stage of smoothing to
remove the most offending
rough edges. Using the
razor blade, clear away any
metal shavings that may
have become lodged in the
slit between the tines. (You
are strongly advised to skip
this step if you find it too
risky.) Carefully introduce
the razor blade at an angle
into the slit, from the top of
the nib (not the bottom
writing edge as even more
roughness will result),
guide it slowly downwards,
then upwards, and slide it
out gently:

Rinse the nib in water and
dry it on the serviette, then
ink the nib, taking care to
remove any excess ink.
Now write a few words on
your progress sheet with
the pen. You will notice that
the nib is very much
smoother than before.
However, you will wish to
remove any minor
roughness that remains.
This is the second stage of
smoothing, in effect a
'trouble-shooting' stage
file:///D:/Data2/Web Sites/marcuslink/pens/aboutpens/ludwig-tan.html
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where you will be writing
with your pen in different
directions and held at
different angles, alternating
between the writing paper

NOTES

and crocus paper. As the

crocus paper is best kept
After any of Steps 3-5, you must smooth your nib via Step 6.
dry, rinse your nib and dry
it with
the serviette.
Now
I am grateful to Mr Leong Khoon Kinfor
introducing
to me
this
write
several
invaluable skill, and for his guidance.
I also
thank'phantom'
fellow Italic

on their
the paper
- this
enthusiasts for whom I have groundwords
nibs for
helpful
and
will identify the strokes that
encouraging feedback.

are still scratchy. Moving on
Any feedback, suggestions and advice will be most gratefully
to the crocus paper, write
received.
the same words very lightly,
tracing
particular
theA.-K.
Please write either to Writing Matters,
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